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ABSTRACT  
This paper looks at methods of combining all kinds of output, such as text, graphs and tables, into a single pdf file. 
The process is accomplished totally within SAS®.  This paper is the product of having done this for an organization to 
improve its annual report process.  What originally took a few months to produce, now takes only a few minutes. 
.      

INTRODUCTION  
This presentation is the result of a consulting project where the consultant helped the client automate its Annual 
Reporting process.   The Client was manually generating annual reports  for each of it’s members  using Excel. 
They wanted to automate the process using a single solution – SAS.  
   
The challenge – each report consisted of a body of text, the member logo, a series of plots, and a series of tables 
followed  by more  text.  The client wanted to put them all together, along with their logo in a single document.  
Can SAS do all that?  
 
The obvious answer to that question is ‘Yes’.  If the answer is ‘No’ then this paper would end right now. es, je 

THE REPORT COMPONENTS 
There were essentially 5 parts to this report:  1. the text file,   2. the company logo,  3. the graphical reports,  4. the 
tabular reports, 5. and then a report summary that originated in the same text file as part 1.  
 

 
 
Figure 1.  The Text file. .   
  
What is NOT shown in Figure 1 is the complete file.  There are a few paragraphs at the end of the file that the 
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company wants to put at the end of the report.   This file originated in a Word document, and then saved as a text file. 
 

Figure 2. The Logo. .   
 
The company wants to create a ‘Cover page’ for each of its members that would include some identifying information, 
including a company logo, such as the one in Figure 2. 
 
The next report component is the graphical one.  There were a series of about ten different plots that was part of the 
annual report.  
 

 
Figure 3. Plot example. 
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The next report component is a series of tabular reports.  There were about fifteen such tables.  
 

 
Figure 4.  Partial Table Report.  
 
 
The last part of the annual report contained summary remarks that are found at the end of the same text file used for 
the earlier part of the report.  
 

 
Figure 5. Summary remarks. 
 
 

THE SEARCH FOR A SOLUTION 
The search began by looking at PROC DOCUMENT as it has the ability to store a report’s individual components 
and then modify and replay them in a single report.  The ODS DOCUMENT statement stores the actual ODS objects 
(or references to those objects) that are created when running a report.  You can then use the DOCUMENT 
procedure to rearrange, duplicate, or remove output from the results of a procedure or a database query without  
invoking the procedures from the original report. You can also use the DOCUMENT procedure to do the following:  
 

1. Transform a report without rerunning an analysis or repeating a database query.  
2. Modify the structure of the output.   
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3. Display output to any ODS output format.   
4. Open and list ODS documents.  
5. Combine text reports with other forms of output(like graphs, etc.) and much, much more.  

 
With the DOCUMENT procedure, you are not limited to simply regenerating the same  report. You can change the 
order in which objects are rendered, the table of contents, the templates that are used, macro variables, and ODS 
system options.  The general syntax is:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  PROC DOCUMENT 
 
 
Generating the report with PROC DOCUMENT requires a program similar to the one seen here.  
 

 
Figure 6. The PROC DOCUMENT Solution. 
 
The PROC DOCUMENT step reads the text file.  Next, the ODS PDF statement opens the PDF destination. The 
REPLAY statement replays the text file in the PDF destination. That output is joined with the PROC GPLOTs and 
then the PROC REPORT output before the ODS PDF destination is closed.  
 
The abridged output begins on the next page.  
 
  

     PROC DOCUMENT <options <access-option(s)>>; 
  

               Optional Arguments  
 

     NAME= <libref.>member-name <access-option(s)> 
     specifies the name of a new or existing document and its access mode.  
 

     <libref.>member-name  -  identifies a new or existing ODS document. 
  
       Default   If no library is specified, then the Work library is used. 
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 Figure 7. The Text Portion of the Report 
  
 
The above report is joined with the rest of the report starting on the next page.  After looking this part over, there are 
some desired enhancements for this part of the report.  Notice the whole text file was read and placed at the 
beginning of the report… including the Summary section.  Also notice the section headers like ‘Executive  
Summary’, ‘Introduction’, and ‘Objective’ have the same font, color, and size as the rest of the report.  Keep these 
enhancements in mind as we ponder possible improvements.  
  
 
 

2. 
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Figure 8. Step 3 in the program.  
 

 
Figure 9. Partial PROC REPORT output.  
 
 
After viewing the report, it is clear that PROC DOCUMENT did, in fact, join the text with graphs and tables into a 
single document. However, the following enhancements were placed on the ‘wish list’:  
 

1. A cover sheet with the company logo.  
2. Split the text file so that some of appears at the beginning of the report, and some appears at the end.    
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3. Use different font sizes and colors in the text portions of the report.  
   

Can we make these enhancements with PROC DOCUMENT?  If not, is there some other way to accomplish the 
wish list enhancements in SAS?  If the answer to this last question is no, then we have come to the end of this 
paper.  Well, we have not come to the end of the paper yet, so there must be some way to accomplish our goals. 
 

 
THE COVER SHEET  
 
Lets take a quick look at the cover sheet. 
 

   
Figure 10. The Cover Sheet.   
 
Notice the embedded logo as well as the different font sizes and colors.  What neat, new tool from SAS allows us to 
create cover sheets like this?  Was it PROC ODSTEXT, or some other new ODS tool?  Was it the Report Writing 
Interface (RWI)?  Let’s look at the program to see how the cover sheet was created.   
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Figure 11. The Cover Sheet program. 
 
The neat new tool from SAS that allows us the power and flexibility to create the cover sheet is the DATA  _NULL_ 
step.  Actually, DATA  _NULL_  is not new, but it has been given some relatively new tools and power in conjunction 
with ODS.  Specifically, it’s the ability to do ‘in-line-formatting’.   
 
Notice the ODS ESCAPECHAR statement.  It specifies the special character that is the in-line formatting symbol. 
Inline formatttnig enables you to change styles in titles, footnotes and text strings.  In-line formatting allows us to 
place the company logo (GIF file) in the TITLE3 statement and then control its height and width.   

 
 
THE FIRST TEXT SECTION  
 

The text document needs to be divided into two sections, one that goes at the front of the report, and one that goes 
at the end.   The Introduction, Objective, The Models and Geography sections go before the graphs and tables. 
Then the text starting with Economic and Demographioc Trends goes at the end of the report.   We need to find a 
way to read the text file until we see the line that says “Economic and Demographic Trend”.   How can we do this 
in SAS? 
 

 
Figure 12.  Partial Texf file 
  
Not only do we want to divide the text file,  we also want to make “Executive Summary” have  a bigger font size and 
color.  We also want to make the section dividers have a different font size and color also.  See the next figure.   
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Figure 13. The First Text section of the Report.  
 
 
The following DATA _NULL_ step gives us exactly what we want.   
 

1. The first section (see the bracket) reads a row until it encounters the row that says “Executive Summary”.  
There may be other text above this line that we don’t want in the report.   

 
2. Notice the two INPUT statements. The first one is used to determine the record length, then the second one 

reads the entire row into a variable named LINE.  This method is commonly used to read records with 
varying lengths.    

  
3. Once we have read the line that says “Executive Summary, we fall out of the loop and write those words with 

dark blue letters and a font size of 13pt using in-line formatting.    
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Figure 14.  Partial DATA Step.  
 
 
The next part of the DATA step:  

1. Stops when the line containing ‘Economic and Demographic Trends” is encountered.  
2. Writes the section dividers in blue with a font size of 11.25 pt. using in-line formatting. 

 

 
Figure 15.  Partial DATA Step. .  
 
 

The only thing left to do while processing the text file is to simply read a line and then write it out.  Notice the PUT 
statement below.  
 

 
Figure 16.  The Last Part of the DATA Step. .  
 
 

Notice the PUT _PAGE_  statement.  This DATA  step has a way of knowing when its getting close to the end of the 
page using the varable REMAIN.  REMAIN is created with the LINESLEFT option on the FILE statement. It keeps 
track of how many lines are left in the output page buffer.  When the number of lines left are less than or equal to 18, 
this DATA step starts writing to a new page.   This concludes the creation of the text portion at the beginning of the 
report.  
 
 

1. 2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 
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The program that processes the text for the end of the report is shown next. 
 

 
Figure 17. The First Part of the Last DATA Step. 
 
 
Notice the following: 

1. The DO WHILE loop forces this DATA step to read rows from the text file and basically throw them away 
until it reaches the row that contains “Economic and Demographic Trends”.  

2. Then, it falls out of the loop and writes these words in blue with a font size of 12.0pt using in-line formatting. 
 
 
The last part of the DATA step writes section dividers( like “Summary”)  in blue and regular lines (non section 
dividers) in black. .   
 

 
Figure 18. The Last Part of the Last DATA Step. 
 
This concludes the processing of the text file.  The results of this DATA step are shown at the top of the next page.  
 
 
 
 

1. 

2. 
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Figure 19.  The Report Summary 
 
 

PUTTING THE REPORT TOGETHER  
 
All three DATA steps are put into separate Macro programs.   

1. The cover sheet DATA step is put into a macro program called %CoverSheet. 
2. The first text section DATA step is put into a macro program called %Section1.      
3. The last text section DATA step is put into a macro program called %Last.         
4. The PROC REPORT step is put into a macro program called %procreport.  

 
The final part of the program is shown here… 
 

 
Figure 20. The Final Part of the Program. 
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CONCLUSION  
Using some of the report writing tools provided by SAS enables the user to create all kinds of reports.  Here, the 
author used some new and old tools in order to create the kind of reports needed by the end user group.  One of the 
best tool sets for creating SAS reports has been the ODS (Output Delivery System).  This body of report writing tools 
and capability is very powerful and continues to grow.  However, in the end, the tool needed to give the client their 
desired report was our old friend,  DATA _NULL_.  When you combine some of the features of ODS with the DATA 
step, you have a very powerful tool indeed.  
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